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… when making the right choice and doing the right thing are both proﬁtable.
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Cheaper, Cleaner,
Greener Solution
RainTree Power is a renewable energy producer.
We analyze your needs, design a renewable
energy system that ﬁts your business and
location(s), install it, maintain it and operate it…
without cost to you. You pay only a discounted
rate for the energy you use.*

The Answer
These state-of-the-art, thin ﬁlm solar cells are just one of the new
technologies RainTree Power utilizes to meet customer’s demands
for cheaper, cleaner, greener power.

Complex Made Simple
Renewable energy is a complex arena. Global problems with
greenhouse gases, pollution, and unsustainable, non-renewable
energy sources seem insurmountable. Particularly when you look at
the high initial costs of renewable energy production. But all it really
takes are small steps to get started toward using clean, renewable
energy. RainTree Power will help you take those steps.
RainTree Power simpliﬁes all aspects of the dream to use renewable
energy. We provide world-class expertise, the latest of best-in-class
technologies and a comprehensive analysis of the possibilities
available. We couple this with the highest quality design and
installation practices to deliver to you lower energy costs, responsible
resource utilization, and eco-friendly alternatives to oil, coal and other
polluting, non-renewable energy sources.
Finally, we’ll be there to monitor and operate your system for you.

How’s that for simple?

RainTree Power delivers solar photovoltaics, solar thermal, and geothermal energy systems — whatever makes sense.
RTP is the renewable energy producer you’ve been looking for.

Renewable energy production is maturing and new solutions are available today.
RainTree Power makes them immediately proﬁtable.
Our Field Engineers will analyze your particular location and energy needs
to identify feasible renewable energy sources available locally. Our Energy
Production Engineers will design a custom system for your particular needs
and location(s) using state-of-the-art technologies from major manufacturers
throughout the world.
RainTree Power’s experienced Installation Technicians then deliver and install
your green energy system. Once in service our Operations Management Team
will ensure that your system is operating at peak eﬃciency so you gain the most
from your clean renewable power.

Power Purchase Agreements
With our Power Purchase Agreements you get low per Kw costs immediately
and our guaranteed low energy costs for the long-term, plus RainTree will pay for
and install the renewable energy equipment (such as solar) at no cost to you!*
RainTree Power’s renewable energy production systems are integrated with your
local utility power supply. This makes the energy your new system produces, but
which your business doesn’t need, available to the local power system; everyone
beneﬁts from your eco-friendly business practices. This also means that you can
lock-in your cheaper energy supply at costs below those charged by your local
utility company.

Summation
RainTree Power uses technologies from leading manufacturers around the globe
to deliver tailored turnkey solutions. RainTree Power professionals analyze the
current energy needs of your business and the renewable alternative energy
sources locally available. Our Energy Production Engineers design a custom
renewable power system speciﬁcally to ﬁt your business and location(s). Our
certiﬁed Technicians install your tailored green energy system at your location(s).
Then RainTree’s Production Management Team brings your system on-line,
operates and maintains it at peak eﬃciency. We do all this at no cost to you.*
All you have to do is use the energy you’re producing at a price that is lower
than your local utility’s!
At RainTree Power your business is important. We are not your typical power
producer. We’ll be there before any work starts and long after your system is in
operation to ensure your power supplies are not only reliable but reduce your
costs. With RainTree Power it’s easy to be more green. We’ll also help you tell your
customers about your eﬀorts and successes in utilizing renewable energy and all
the beneﬁts it brings to you and to them!

* Any oﬀers and contracts will be at the sole discretion of RainTree Energy, LLC.

www.RainTreePower.com • 866.533.3565

Contact us and we’ll get started on determining the best solutions for your renewable power needs.

RainTree Power is an aﬃliate of North American Rooﬁng
Services — one of the oldest, largest and most respected
providers of commercial / industrial rooﬁng solutions and
services in North America. The RainTree Power - NARSI
team will analyze your existing facilities and determine
their condition and capacity to properly install a premier
renewable energy system without the worry of future
rooﬁng issues.
Only the RainTree Power - North American Rooﬁng team
can make greening your business so easy and cost eﬀective!
Contact RainTree Power or your North American Rooﬁng
representative today and we’ll get started on determining
the best solutions for your renewable energy needs.
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